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Constant perfection
Enjoy your life

Residence is an important place where people 
live and study, and people have higher and 
higher requirements on residential buildings 
with the productivity progress and social 
development. New generation architects are 
confronted with the great challenge on how 
to better meet people's requirements on 
residence in terms of security, comfort, and 
energy saving.
Residence is more than the house alone, it 

also includes the house's interior and exterior 
environment as well as the supporting 
products used in the house. dormakaba 
residential security and access solutions open 
a “safe and intelligent” door for you to enjoy 
a more smart and secure life. dormakaba 
offers comprehensive solutions to not only 
safeguard people who use the buildings but 
also meet their individualized needs so that 
they can enjoy the comfort life.

dormakaba is 
committed to 
make access in life 
smart and secure
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dormakaba 
provides products, 
solutions and 
services for secure 
access to buildings 
and rooms – now 
all from a single 
source. 

Residential access and Security
From a single trusted source

September 2015, Dorma and Kaba become 
dormakaba, one of the top three companies 
in the global market for security and access 
solutions. Millions of products and solutions 
are installed worldwide, aiming to offer 
you comprehensive products, solutions and 
services for secure access to buildings and 
rooms.
dormakaba is innovative to firstly introduce 
the GAI (Guild of Architectural Ironmongers) 
courses to China and creates an industry-
leading professional team - 'GAI Consultant' 
to provide customers with comprehensive 
professional hardware consulting services. 
By communicating with all target groups, 
including building developers, general 

contractors, architects, engineers and 
users during planning and implementation, 
dormakaba will provide solutions for you in 
every phase of your building project – from the 
initial consultation to the last door handle, 
including consulting, planning, realizing, 
operation and maintaining. Meanwhile, 
dormakaba can provide comprehensive 
products – all from a single source.
For the residential market, dormakaba 
integrated solutions including entry door, 
interior swing door, interior sliding door 
and door hardware products, providing 
unprecedented assistance to build modern 
residences.
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1 2 3 4Entrance door solutions:
Digital entrance door 
lock P4-5
Mechanical entrance 
door lock P6
High-security cylinder 
and management 
system P7
Concealed door closer P7

Interior sliding door 
solutions:
Automatic sliding 
door P9
Manual sliding door 
P9

Interior swing door 
solutions:
Interior door locks P8

Door hardware 
solutions:
Door hardware P10
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Digital Door Lock
Protecting home with cylinders

Superior security for upgraded 
protection
dormakaba has attached much 
attention to security details: all 
products have been designed with 
world-leading security solutions 
such as patented BioSure11.0 
fingerprint algorithm and high 
security lock cylinders, etc.

Man-lock interaction for 
convenient operation
dormakaba digital door locks 
provided with humanized visual 
interface and considerate voice 
prompt, which make man-locks 
interaction and bring guaranteed 
security.

Multifunctional combination for 
extended applications
In addition to normal card 
swiping function, dormakaba 
digital door locks can also 
be opened through entering 
password or fingerprint 
verification. The function 

Innovative experience for smart 
and secure life
As the pioneer of flip fingerprint 
locks, dormakaba digital door 
locks apply DEST2.0 energy 
saving solution and patented 
fingerprint algorithm which 
make the product more secure 

Grand award nominee for 
consummate artwork
dormakaba digital door locks 
designed by our Germany 
designer have won a lot of major 
design awards due to their 
simplicity, stability and security. 
Top quality materials and 

Authorized certification for 
guaranteed quality 
All dormakaba digital door 
locks are produced through 
many procedures and passed 
all the certification authorities 
according to international 
standard level strictly. All 

TEST

of remote control and mobile access is alternative. 
Moreover, they can, in emergencies, be unlocked with a 
reserved mechanical key.

and innovative. Various innovative products brighten 
your life such as one-handed operation patent, keyless 
electronic locks, the thinnest digital door locks worldwide.

exquisite processing techniques to the surfaces make the 
products outstanding.

dormakaba digital door locks have been certified by 
American authority laboratories and it is the first 
company got CCC certification in China.
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dormakaba has developed many kinds of digital door 
locks, the high-end multifunctional digital door locks 
specially designed for residential market can be divided 
into two categories: intelligent keycard lock and intelligent 
multifunctional fingerprint locks.
dormakaba intelligent digital door locks can be opened 

through lots of ways including mobile phones, fingerprint, 
passwords, induction cards, keys and remote control. 
These multifunctional products can be used in conjunction 
with wireless security management system for 
implementing smart link between security and protection 
systems for residences.

Intelligent keycard lock

dormakaba provides economic, convenient, and reliable digital door lock solutions to use and manage door locks more 
easily. dormakaba intelligent keycard locks offer a suitable solution for mechanical door locks revolution or some news 
demands. It has two ways to open doors: swiping card or entering password. Meanwhile it has a spare high security 
key to prepare for contingencies, which let customers really enjoy the reliability and security of a century-honored 
European companies.

Intelligent fingerprint lock

dormakaba maintains an unwavering commitment to provide intelligent door lock solutions that are secure, reliable, 
and simple to manage. Its multifunctional fingerprint locks incorporate its high-security and high-precision fingerprint 
algorithm. And different opening ways like swiping card or entering password are suitable to people in various age 
groups. It has variety of product styles and functions for you to choose and offers you’re the best digital door locks 
solution.

EF680 DSL8990S IC500 G200

EF780 FSL8990G I108 A800
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Mechanical Door Lock
Unique safety protection

Esthetic
Various product styles and colors 
are available. The fashionably 
designed American style products 
are suitable for classical and 
luxurious decoration while the 
classical European style products 
are ideal for modern and simple 
decoration.

Durable
The exposed part of the locks such 
as panels and handles are made 
of thickened 304 stainless steel 
and plated with a film and high 
quality PVD for higher strength and 
better corrosion and discoloration 
resistance. The outer casing is 
consolidated for better wear 
resistance and longer service life.

High-security
The high-security lock cylinder 
consists of a variety of pins of 
different lengths arranged in 
different angles and patterns. The 
consolidated security pin can easily 
resist brute pulling force and drilling.

DL5205 DL5203

SE5402 SE5408

The DL and SE series mechanical door locks are 
dormakaba's time-honored products and their high-
quality lock body and cylinder are elaborately designed 
and made of top-quality materials. These locks have been 
certified by Ministry of Public Security in terms of their 
fire resistance and you can rest assured if you choose 
them. There are a variety of handles for your selection to 
match the material of your different decoration style.
The selection of a lock starts from the selection of the 
lock body. Lock body is the heart of a lock and its quality 
directly decides the lock's burglary-proof performance, 
service life, functions and comfort. The reliability of a lock 
depends on the lock's cylinder. The lock cylinder is the 
lock's major part that controls locks’ open. The personal 
and property security of your home depends on the 
reliability and mutual opening rate of lock cylinder.

•They are so designed that both their bevel striking plate 
  and rectangle striking plate will be retracted 
  conveniently when the inside handle is turned.
•They come with a slave key and master to protect the 
  house owner's personal and property security.
•They are embedded with two rows of anti-drilling spikes 
  and deformed pins to resist prying, drilling and unlocking 
  out of malice.
•Optional patented replication-proof high-security keys 
  are available which cannot be replicated by ordinary 
  locksmith.

Ease-of-use
The American locks can shift freely 
between different functions with a 
unique compact design which can 
reduce the hole size of door locks. 
The accompanied extended stub 
makes the installation even simpler.

•Our locks are GA/T73-1994 compliant in burglary 
  resistance test.
•They have also passed the Ministry of Public Security's   
  fire resistance test and can be used in various fire-proof 
  doors and burglary-resistant entrance doors.
•They have passed the CCC compulsory test of China.
•The striking plate is solid and made of 304 stainless 
  steel.
•The locks are easy to use and their handles can be 
  adjusted on the spot for use by left-handed or right-
  handed users.
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Ultra-high security performance: 
Three columns of 16 rows of 
stainless steel deformed hoodles, 
patented key technology. Anti-
technical open, unauthorized 
replication of key. Unique digital 
key management algorithm does 
not break the cylinder structure 
and protects the cylinder’s 
original security at the maximum 
extent.

Individualized portable key :
Small keys (length < 6cm) that are 
convenient to carry. Key covers have 
12 different colors for you to change 
at will.

Perfect management capability:
A key management system with 
three levels can meet the majority 
needs of residential security.

Suitable for a variety of application 
needs:
Unique modular structure integrated 
core components in a lock case with 
a uniform shape. The specifications 
of the lock cylinders can be altered 
by changing the lock's outer case 
to meet different lock cylinder 
requirements.

Concealed door closer
Pursuit of optimal operation for comfortable access 
control

High-security Cylinder and 
Management System
Management parallels safety

dormakaba, as the inventor of the Cam Action door 
closer and the leader in the industry, its product ITS900 
concealed door closer presents excellent EASY OPEN 
technology, its concise design enables the entire product 
concealed in the door and the door frame, and the optimal 
design highlights its slim chute arm. In the meantime, the 
door closer also provided multiple functions that meet the 
application requirements of most users.
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Interior Door Lock
Highlight the beauty of design, create the 
personalized space

dormakaba interior door locks' inspiration idea is 
originated from nature and life. Its modern and 
fashionable handle shapes with high quality materials and 
multiple veneers choices, not only prolonging the service 
life but also satisfying your individualized needs.

•High-quality 304 stainless steel material for higher    
  strength, better corrosion resistance, and longer service 
  life.
•The standard handles come with an extended stub to   
  make the installation more convenient.
•There are modular or full-body face plates of simple 
  structure and fast assembly speed available for you to 
  choose from. 
•Multiple choices of veneers, match as your wishes 
•The locks are suitable for door thickness up to 60 mm
  
Take Rigil as an example, it has the same interior door 
locks for you to choose, the inherited design beauty 
harmonizes the exterior and interior design.

ST5202 ST5215 ST5206 ST5272

ST5203 ST5220 ST5212 ST5270

Design inspiration originated from nature

Harmonized style from interior to exterior

ST5200 series door locks
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Automatic Sliding Door
Innovative MAGNEO technology

Safe
With the SoftMotion 
technology, that the door 
will stop and rebound by 
a slight touch.  And in low 
energy consumption mode, 
it poses no harm to the 
body even if there is no 
safety sensor installed and 
the safety of your family is 
guaranteed

Silent
The original contactless 
drive design eliminates the 
noise of motor drive and 
the entire system runs so 
smoothly and quietly as if it 
is sliding on an ice surface. 
A serene atmosphere is 
thus created for you to 
relax

Comfort
With the Push & Go 
function, the door will 
automatically open at your 
slightest push. The door 
body moves nimbly and 
sensitively and operates 
smoothly and swiftly 
so that even the elderly 
and children can operate 
it freely and enjoy the 
comfort and convenience 

Esthetic
Compact, graceful and 
exquisite, dormakaba 
products are beautiful, 
convenient to conceal and 
suitable for a variety of 
decoration styles. They 
are elaborately designed 
and featured by reserved 
temperament, which sets 
off the products' dignity 
and grace perfectly

Manual Sliding Door 
Easy open and free pass

Automatic door-closing 
function
Close automatically and 
noiselessly behind you 
without the need for 
power. Operate semi-
automatically and deliver 
comfort experience, the 
optimal choice for indoor 
sliding doors

DORMOTION cushioning 
feature
Approaching complete 
opening or closing, 
dormakaba doors will 
automatically decelerate 
and move into place slowly. 
Anti-collision design for 
protection of wall and door 
and perfect silence

Built-in electronic-
mechanical locks
Compact and exquisite 
electronic-mechanical 
locks capable of being fully 
concealed in slideway to 
avoid impairing the simple 
and elegant appearance 
of the door. They can 
be locked or unlocked 
from a distance via a 
remote controller or on a 
switchboard

Status display
The open or close status 
of sliding doors can be 
detected by the status 
display and if the open or 
close status is changed, 
a signal will be sent to 
the remote management 
system or to status 
indicator, so that users can 
be carefree about their 
security
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Door hardware
Details reflect taste

TG-F stainless steel handles

They are elegantly designed to match a variety 
of decoration styles. The length of the handles 
can be customized to suit glass doors, wood 
doors and bar section doors; these handles have 
excellent tensile and compressive strength for 
their unique fixing technology.

Bearing hinges

These hinges have greater weight-bearing 
capacity for their thickened central pin and dual 
bearings and merely two such hinges are adequate 
for most applications. Made of the same 304 
stainless steel that is used in the handles. These 
hinges are provided with guaranteed durability 
and can protect your investment to the maximum 
extent.

TZ series miscellaneous door hardware

The exquisite appearance design of the TZ series 
hardware matches your household decoration 
more harmoniously. TZ series hardware's top-
grade materials and high-level quality control 
add the vital finishing touch to your household 
decoration. There are numerous options for you 
to build a perfect home.
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Classical Project Cases 

Rio Olympic Games
After having entered the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, 
dormakaba successfully entered the 2016 Rio Olympic 
Games and became the provider of smart electronic 
locks in this Olympic Games.

The Bird’s Nest
This great architectural work is known as the ‘fourth 
generation of gymnasium’, witnessed the persistent 
pursuit of humans in the 21st century in the field of 
architecture and residential environment.

Shenzhen Bay Sports Center
In 2010, dormakaba signed the official cooperation 
agreement with China Resources Shenzhen Bay 
Development Co., Ltd. and became the designated 
supplier of smart electronic locks for the Shenzhen 
Bay Sports Center.

Harbin Winter Universiade Venues
In 2009, dormakaba's products became the 
designated products of the 24th Winter Universiade 
in Harbin and applied to all venues. It’s the first time 
that China held such a comprehensive world winter 
games.

Overseas Chinese Town Suhe Creek (Shanghai)
It is programmed and designed by the world-top 
design team Foter + Partner. Except international 
master design and top configuration, it also embraces 
Lujiazui, the Bund and other eternal landscapes.

Vanke Paradiso (Guangzhou)
It is elaborately designed by the top design master of 
the international famous design company in person. 
It expresses the international theme of the  harmony 
with the natural.
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24-hour Hotline:
4008-868-188

Shenzhen Branch
T: (0755)82542646
F: (0755)82542855

Shanghai Branch                      
T: (021)53850022
F: (021)53850885

Guangzhou Branch  
T: (020)62321883
F: (020)62321886                     

Beijing Branch                      
T: (010)65615022
F: (010)65614880


